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"The war in Vietnam was not lost in the field, nor was it lost on the front pages of the New York Times or the college campuses. It
was lost in Washington, D.C." - H. R. McMaster (from the Conclusion) Dereliction Of Duty is a stunning new analysis of how and
why the United States became involved in an all-out and disastrous war in Southeast Asia. Fully and convincingly researched,
based on recently released transcripts and personal accounts of crucial meetings, confrontations and decisions, it is the only book
that fully re-creates what happened and why. It also pinpoints the policies and decisions that got the United States into the morass
and reveals who made these decisions and the motives behind them, disproving the published theories of other historians and
excuses of the participants. Dereliction Of Duty covers the story in strong narrative fashion, focusing on a fascinating cast of
characters: President Lyndon Johnson, Robert McNamara, General Maxwell Taylor, McGeorge Bundy and other top aides who
deliberately deceived the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the U.S. Congress and the American public. Sure to generate controversy,
Dereliction Of Duty is an explosive and authoritative new look at the controversy concerning the United States involvement in
Vietnam.
An instant national bestseller! Stanley McChrystal, the retired US Army general and bestselling author of Team of Teams, profiles
thirteen of history’s great leaders, including Walt Disney, Coco Chanel, and Robert E. Lee, to show that leadership is not what you
think it is—and never was. Stan McChrystal served for thirty-four years in the US Army, rising from a second lieutenant in the 82nd
Airborne Division to a four-star general, in command of all American and coalition forces in Afghanistan. During those years he
worked with countless leaders and pondered an ancient question: “What makes a leader great?” He came to realize that there is
no simple answer. McChrystal profiles thirteen famous leaders from a wide range of eras and fields—from corporate CEOs to
politicians and revolutionaries. He uses their stories to explore how leadership works in practice and to challenge the myths that
complicate our thinking about this critical topic. With Plutarch’s Lives as his model, McChrystal looks at paired sets of leaders who
followed unconventional paths to success. For instance. . . · Walt Disney and Coco Chanel built empires in very different ways.
Both had public personas that sharply contrasted with how they lived in private. · Maximilien Robespierre helped shape the French
Revolution in the eighteenth century; Abu Musab al-Zarqawi led the jihadist insurgency in Iraq in the twenty-first. We can draw
surprising lessons from them about motivation and persuasion. · Both Boss Tweed in nineteenth-century New York and Margaret
Thatcher in twentieth-century Britain followed unlikely roads to the top of powerful institutions. · Martin Luther and his future
namesake Martin Luther King Jr., both local clergymen, emerged from modest backgrounds to lead world-changing movements.
Finally, McChrystal explores how his former hero, General Robert E. Lee, could seemingly do everything right in his military career
and yet lead the Confederate Army to a devastating defeat in the service of an immoral cause. Leaders will help you take stock of
your own leadership, whether you’re part of a small team or responsible for an entire nation.
A former Navy SEAL chronicles the history of the special operations unit, from their beginnings as unarmed World War II frogmen
to their rise to American's first permanent commando force, deployed on counterterrorism and capture-kill missions.
Book description to come.
What does it take to get the job done? How do you get the men in your unit to do what you say? To follow you into battle and shoot
to kill? How you build the confidence that spurs men on to do their job, to stand by their leader and each other? Praise for Small
Unit Leadership “Identifies in very specific terms what company grade officers and non-commissioned officers (NCOs) must do to
ensure winning in land battle.”—Marine Corps Gazette “Colonel Malone tackles the elusive topic of leadership with a real-world,
pragmatic approach. This is not a book of intellectual theorization, but of specific techniques for leading soldiers on and off the
battlefield.”—U.S.N.I. Proceedings “The author condenses volumes of psychological studies into a readable and exciting book on
practical military leadership.”—ARMOR “Colonel Malone not only provides handy guides on what should be done and how it
should be done . . . he also aids the reader in how to know that desired results are being achieved.”—Leatherneck
“The Leader’s Bookshelf” identifies the "Top 50" books that can help anyone become a better leader. The works selected were
based on hundreds of interviews with the most senior active and retired four-star U.S. military leaders who identified books from
which they gained the special insights which helped propel them to success in the most demanding leadership challenges. Each of
those fifty works -- novels, memoirs, biographies, autobiographies, leadership works – are concisely summarized and the key
leadership lessons extracted and presented. Admiral Jim Stavridis and his co-author, R. Manning Ancell, have been surveying
very senior military leaders for the past several years regarding their reading habits and favorite books. They have spoken to over
200 four-star officers, including those both currently on active duty and retired. Each of those admirals and generals was asked for
a list of books that strongly influenced their leadership skills. Stavridis and Mancell then collated the data and analyzed which
books were mentioned most frequently and which ones were most compelling in the leadership lessons offered the reader. The
survey, while not scientific, was quite comprehensive. From it, Stavridis and Ancell built a powerful set of recommended readings.
Whether individuals work their way through the entire top 50 list and read each book cover to cover, or read the summaries
provided in “The Leader’s Bookshelf” to determine which appeal to them most – this book will provide a roadmap to better
leadership. “The Leader’s Bookshelf” highlights the value of reading for leaders in a philosophical and practical sense, provides
advice on how to build an extensive library, lists other books worth reading to improve leadership skills, and analyzes how leaders
use what they read to achieve their goals. “The Leader’s Bookshelf” is a book for anyone who wants to improve their ability to
lead -- whether in their family life, their professional endeavors, or within our society and civic organizations.
A boy's efforts to create an icon to please the family's new maid helps him to make new friends and discover an artistic talent.
In Black Hawk Down, the fight went on for a day. In We Were Soldiers Once & Young, the fighting lasted three days. In The
Village, one Marine squad fought for 495 days—half of them died. Few American battles have been so extended, savage and
personal. A handful of Americans volunteered to live among six thousand Vietnamese, training farmers to defend their village.
Such “Combined Action Platoons” (CAPs) are now a lost footnote about how the war could have been fought; only the villagers
remain to bear witness. This is the story of fifteen resolute young Americans matched against two hundred Viet Cong; how a CAP
lived, fought and died. And why the villagers remember them to this day.
Ranked in the "Top 10 Military Books of 2018" by Military Times. "In war, destruction is everywhere. It eats everything around you.
Sometimes it eats at you." —Major Scott Huesing, Echo Company Commander From the winter of 2006 through the spring of 2007,
two-hundred-fifty Marines from Echo Company, Second Battalion, Fourth Marine Regiment fought daily in the dangerous, dense
city streets of Ramadi, Iraq during the Multi-National Forces Surge ordered by President George W. Bush. The Marines' mission:
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to kill or capture anti-Iraqi forces. Their experience: like being in Hell. Now Major Scott A. Huesing, the commander who led Echo
Company through Ramadi, takes readers back to the streets of Ramadi in a visceral, gripping portrayal of modern urban combat.
Bound together by brotherhood, honor, and the horror they faced, Echo's Marines battled day-to-day on the frontline of a totally
different kind of war, without rules, built on chaos. In Echo in Ramadi, Huesing brings these resilient, resolute young men to life
and shows how the savagery of urban combat left indelible scars on their bodies, psyches, and souls. Like war classics We Were
Soldiers, The Yellow Birds, and Generation Kill, Echo in Ramadi is an unforgettable capsule of one company's experience of war
that will leave readers stunned.
Like no other masterpiece of historical fiction, Herman Wouk's sweeping epic of World War II is the great novel of America's
Greatest Generation. Wouk's spellbinding narrative captures the tide of global events, as well as all the drama, romance, heroism,
and tragedy of World War II, as it immerses us in the lives of a single American family drawn into the very center of the war's
maelstrom. The Winds of War and its sequel War and Remembrance stand as the crowning achievement of one of America's most
celebrated storytellers.
The conflict in outlook and strategy between Courtney Massengale, a commissioned officer, and Sam Damon, who has risen
through the ranks, is traced throughout the two world wars.
THE TOP TEN SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER _________________________________ 'Inspirational . . . Sandhurst helped me
to discover my potential. Now discover yours.' Tim Peake, ESA astronaut 'Brilliant, practical advice. Can help transform your
mindset and life.' Ollie Ollerton, star of SAS: Who Dares Wins and bestselling author of Break Point
_________________________________ For Life's Everyday Battles - The first official self-improvement and leadership book from
the British Army's world-leading Sandhurst Academy. Winston Churchill never surrendered. Prince Harry has fought for mental
health around the world. Tobias Ellwood risked his life to save others during the Westminster terrorist attack. Tim Peake became
Britain's first astronaut on the International Space Station. Nicola Wetherill led the first all-female expedition across the Antarctic
ice. Ed Withey even organized his wedding with military precision. The one thing all of these individuals have in common? Their
world-class Sandhurst training. Stand Up Straight applies 10 simple but transformative lessons that every officer is taught during
their time at the world-famous military academy. Modern and counter-intuitive, with its lessons ranging from making your bed and
ironing your shirt to achieving discipline, emotional intelligence, resilience and fast decision-making under pressure, the book
draws on first-hand experiences from war as well as the leadership lessons taught at Sandhurst. The result is a groundbreaking
personal development book that can easily be applied to every aspect of civilian life - work, home, confidence, anxiety, family and
friends. _________________________________ ''Military Mindfulness' . . . can help us all reach our potential' TELEGRAPH 'I
loved this book' CHRIS EVANS, The Chris Evans Breakfast Show 'Brilliant . . . military rules that can change your life . . .
Sandhurst's precious life lessons, self-discipline, teamwork, even standing up straight, can make life run smoother, better, nobler,
longer' DAILY MAIL 'Follow the General's orders and fold your socks. You'll be a better person for it' THE TIMES 'These military
men are on to something. Something as simple as making the bed really can change the mood of the day. Starting right increases
your chances of tacking the to-do list with a sense of calm if not ease.' INDEPENDENT 'It's a fantastic read on how to sort yourself
out.' PIERS MORGAN 'It's a fascinating book, full of good old-fashioned common sense [. . .] As the Sandhurst alumni include
Winston Churchill and Tim Peake, it's a game-raiser.' THIS ENGLAND
James Webb’s classic, scorching novel of the Vietnam War. They each had their reasons for becoming a Marine. They each had
their illusions. Goodrich came fresh from Harvard. Snake got the tattoo before he even got the uniform. Hodges was haunted by
the spirits of family heroes. Three young men, from vastly different worlds, were plunged into a white-hot, murderous melting pot of
jungle warfare in the An Hoa Basin, Vietnam, 1969. They had no way of knowing what awaited them. For nothing could have
prepared them for the madness of what they found. And in the heat and horror of battle they took on new identities, took on each
other, and were reborn in fields of fire... Fields of Fire is a searing story of poetic power, razor-sharp observation, and non-stop
combat, perfect for fans of Tim O’Brien, Karl Marlantes and Apocalypse Now. Praise for Fields of Fire ‘Few writers since Stephen
Crane have portrayed men at war with such a ring of steely truth’ The Houston Post ‘A novel of such fullness and impact, one is
tempted to compare it to Norman Mailer’s The Naked and the Dead’The Oregonian ‘Webb gives us an extraordinary range of
acutely observed people, not one a stereotype ... Fields of Fire is a stunner’ Newsweek ‘Webb pulls off the scabs and looks
directly, unflinchingly on the open wounds of the Sixties’ Philadelphia Inquirer ‘The unmistakable sound of truth’ Time
“Once an Eagle is simply the best work of fiction on leadership in print.” —General Martin E. Dempsey, 18th Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff Required reading for West Point and Marine Corps cadets, Once An Eagle is the story of one special man, a soldier
named Sam Damon, and his adversary over a lifetime, fellow officer Courtney Massengale. Damon is a professional who puts
duty, honor, and the men he commands above self-interest. Massengale, however, brilliantly advances by making the right
connections behind the lines and in Washington's corridors of power. Beginning in the French countryside during the Great War,
the conflict between these adversaries solidifies in the isolated garrison life marking peacetime, intensifies in the deadly Pacific
jungles of World War II, and reaches its treacherous conclusion in the last major battleground of the Cold War—Vietnam. Now
reissued with a new foreword by acclaimed historian Carlo D'Este, here is an unforgettable story of a man who embodies the best
in our nation—and in us all.
“A book about the complexities of combat that's just as applicable for dealing with the complexities of business and our personal
lives.”—Kevin Sharer, chairman and CEO, Amgen As a commander of Delta Force-the most elite counter—terrorist organization in
the world—Pete Blaber took part in some of the most dangerous, controversial, and significant military and political events of our
time. Now he takes his intimate knowledge of warfare—and the heart, mind, and spirit it takes to win—and moves his focus from the
combat zone to civilian life. In this book, you will learn the same lessons he learned, while experiencing what the life of a Delta
Force Operator is like—from the extreme physical and psychological training to the darkest of shadow ops all around the world.
From each mission, Pete Blaber has taken a life lesson back with him. You will learn these enlightening lessons as you gain
insights into never-before-revealed missions executed around the globe. And when the smoke clears, you will emerge wiser, more
capable, and better prepared to succeed in life than you ever thought possible.
Patton: A Genius for War is a full-fledged portrait of an extraordinary American that reveals the complex and contradictory
personality that lay behind the swashbuckling and brash facade. According to Publishers Weekly, the result is "a major biography
of a major American military figure." "This massive work is biography at its very best. Literate and meaty, incisive and balanced,
detailed without being pedantic. Mr. D'Este's Patton takes its rightful place as the definitive biography of this American warrior."
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--Calvin L. Christman, Dallas Morning News "D'Este tells this story well, and gives us a new understanding of this great and
troubled man."-The Wall Street Journal "An instant classic." --Douglas Brinkley, director, Eisenhower Center
A new edition of a classic 1982 American Book Award nominee follows James Chelni, an infantryman in Vietnam, who, while stationed in an
area controlled by enemy forces, changes from having pacifist leanings to being a raging war lover. Reprint.
"American civil-military relations offers the first comprehensive assessment of the subject since the publication of Samuel P. Huntington's fielddefining book, The soldier and the state. Using this seminal work as a point of departure, experts in the fields of political science, history, and
sociology ask what has been learned and what more needs to be investigated in the relationship between civilian and military sectors in the
21st century ... What is clear from the essays in this volume is that the line between civil and military expertise and responsibility is not that
sharply drawn, and perhaps given the increasing complexity of international security issues, it should not be. When forming national security
policy, the editors conclude, civilian and military leaders need to maintain a respectful and engaged dialogue"--Publisher's website.
Once An Eagle is the story of one special man, a soldier named Sam Damon, and his adversary over a lifetime, fellow officer Courtney
Massengale. Damon is a professional who puts duty, honor, and the men he commands above self interest. Massengale, however, brilliantly
advances by making the right connections behind the lines and in Washington's corridors of power. Beginning in the French countryside
during the Great War, the conflict between these adversaries solidifies in the isolated garrison life marking peacetime, intensifies in the deadly
Pacific jungles of World War 11, and reaches its treacherous conclusion in the last major battleground of the Cold War -- Vietnam. A study in
character and values, courage, nobility, honesty, and selflessness, here is an unforgettable story about a man who embdies the best in our
nation -- and in us all.
Piloting a U.S. Army Special Operations Blackhawk over Somalia, Michael Durant was shot down with a rocket-propelled grenade on October
3, 1993. With devastating injuries, he was taken prisoner by a Somali warlord. With revealing insight and emotion, he tells the story of what
he saw, how he survived, and the courage and heroism that only soldiers under fire could ever know.
On November 25, 1950, during one of the toughest battles of the Korean War, the US Eighth Army Ranger Company seized and held the
strategically important Hill 205 overlooking the Chongchon River. Separated by more than a mile from the nearest friendly unit, fifty-one
soldiers fought several hundred Chinese attackers. Their commander, Lieutenant Ralph Puckett, was wounded three times before he was
evacuated. For his actions, he received the country's second-highest award for courage on the battlefield -- the Distinguished Service Cross
-- and resumed active duty later that year as a living legend. In this inspiring autobiography, Colonel Ralph Puckett recounts his extraordinary
experiences on and off the battlefield. After he returned from Korea, Puckett joined the newly established US Army Ranger Department,
serving as an instructor and tactical officer, and commanding companies at Fort Benning and in the Ranger Mountain Camp in north Georgia.
He went on to lead companies in Vietnam, train cadets at West Point, and organize the Escuela de Lancero leadership course in Colombia.
Puckett's story is critical reading for soldiers, leaders, military historians, and others interested in the impact of conflict on individual soldiers
as well as the military as a whole.
Traces the history of the AK-47 assault rifle, from its inception to its use by more than fifty national armies around the world, to its role in
modern-day Afghanistan, discussing how the deadly weapon has helped alter world history.
For six months in 1942, Stalingrad is the center of a titanic struggle between the Russian and German armies—the bloodiest campaign in
mankind's long history of warfare. The outcome is pivotal. If Hitler's forces are not stopped, Russia will fall. And with it, the world.... German
soldiers call the battle Rattenkrieg, War of the Rats. The combat is horrific, as soldiers die in the smoking cellars and trenches of a ruined city.
Through this twisted carnage stalk two men—one Russian, one German—each the top sniper in his respective army. These two marksmen are
equally matched in both skill and tenacity. Each man has his own mission: to find his counterpart—and kill him. But an American woman
trapped in Russia complicates this extraordinary duel. Joining the Russian sniper's cadre, she soon becomes one of his most talented
assassins—and perhaps his greatest weakness. Based on a true story, this is the harrowing tale of two adversaries enmeshed in their own
private war—and whose fortunes will help decide the fate of the world.
The Long-Awaited Sequel to The Long Run and The Last Dancer. In 2072, the United Nations Space Force began building the Unity . . . at
Halfway. The Unity was seven kilometers long. It was not merely the largest spacecraft that had ever been built, more than ten times as long
as the uncrewed mining ferries that had, in calmer times, sent ore from the Belt to Halfway; it was nearly the largest artifact humans had ever
built. There are cylindrical Cities in the Belt that are larger, blown up out of asteroids that were melted down with giant mirrors, and then
inflated, while still molten metal, to the desired shape . . . but in 2080 there are only a few, and even those few are not much larger than the
Unity. She had been designed for one purpose, and though the Unification had never said so publicly, that purpose was the clearest thing in
the System: Sixty years after the end of the Unification War, the Unification of Earth intended to become the Unification of Sol.

The best-selling author of The War in 2020 imagines a post-apocalyptic war launched by America in retaliation against Islamic
extremists who have used nuclear weapons to destroy Los Angeles, Israel and parts of Europe, a battle that is complicated by antiMuslim Christian zealots. Reprint. A best-selling novel.
Puryear follows MacArthur, Marshall, Eisenhower and Patton through the years of their military service in both peace and war.
Two brothers, as different as night and day: one, charming and ruthless, buys his way into Harvard, Wall Street, and high society;
the other brother remains by his mother's side and makes his way to the top without the influence of money or prestige. Raised in
separate worlds, these brothers are bound by a bitter rivalry for riches and power, but mostly, for the exciting, wildly captivating
woman they fight all their lives to possess, a woman whose passion for one destroys her love for the other. Their story consumes
an American century, spanning decades of splendor, struggle, upheaval, and war. It's an absorbing saga of innocent dreams and
green desire corrupted by gilded temptation.
Presents technical information on passive energy design and application, using illustrations and text, and includes 27 design
patterns for use in designing a passive energy system.
New York Times Bestseller: A “powerful and epic story . . . the best account of infantry combat I have ever read” (Col. David
Hackworth, author of About Face). In November 1965, some 450 men of the First Battalion, Seventh Cavalry, under the command
of Lt. Col. Harold Moore, were dropped into a small clearing in the Ia Drang Valley. They were immediately surrounded by 2,000
North Vietnamese soldiers. Three days later, only two and a half miles away, a sister battalion was brutally slaughtered. Together,
these actions at the landing zones X-Ray and Albany constituted one of the most savage and significant battles of the Vietnam
War. They were the first major engagements between the US Army and the People’s Army of Vietnam. How these Americans
persevered—sacrificing themselves for their comrades and never giving up—creates a vivid portrait of war at its most devastating
and inspiring. Lt. Gen. Moore and Joseph L. Galloway—the only journalist on the ground throughout the fighting—interviewed
hundreds of men who fought in the battle, including the North Vietnamese commanders. Their poignant account rises above the
ordeal it chronicles to depict men facing the ultimate challenge, dealing with it in ways they would have once found unimaginable.
It reveals to us, as rarely before, man’s most heroic and horrendous endeavor.
INSTANT BESTSELLER “Jack Carr and his alter-ego protagonist, James Reece, continue to blow me away.” —Mark Greaney, #1
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New York Times bestselling author of Mission Critical In acclaimed author Jack Carr’s follow-up to The Terminal List, former Navy
SEAL James Reece’s skill, cunning, and heroism put the US government back in his debt and set him on another path of
revenge. When a string of horrific terrorist attacks plagues the Western world during the holiday season, the broader markets fall
into a tailspin. The attacks are being coordinated by a shadowy former Iraqi commando who has disappeared into Europe’s
underground. The United States government has an asset who can turn the Iraqi against his masters: James Reece, the mostwanted domestic terrorist alive. After avenging the deaths of his family and team members, Reece emerges deep in the wilds of
Mozambique, protected by the family of his estranged best friend and former SEAL Team member. When a series of events
uncovers his whereabouts, the CIA recruits him, using a Presidential pardon for Reece and immunity for the friends who helped
him in his mission of vengeance. Now a reluctant tool of the United States government, Reece travels the globe, targeting terrorist
leaders, unraveling a geopolitical conspiracy that exposes a traitorous CIA officer, and uncovering a sinister assassination plot with
worldwide repercussions. A high-intensity roller-coaster race against time, True Believer is “one of this year’s hottest thrillers, and
a perfect fit for fans of Vince Flynn, Brad Thor, and Daniel Silva” (The Real Book Spy).
A masterpiece of historical fiction and "a journey of extraordinary riches" (New York Times Book Review), War and Remembrance
stands as perhaps the great novel of America's "Greatest Generation." These two classic works capture the tide of world events
even as they unfold the compelling tale of a single American family drawn into the very center of the war's maelstrom. The
multimillion-copy bestsellers that capture all the drama, romance, heroism, and tragedy of the Second World War -- and that
constitute Wouk's crowning achievement -- are available for the first time in trade paperback.
“My favorite historical novel . . . a superb re-creation of the Battle of Gettysburg, but its real importance is its insight into what the
war was about, and what it meant.”—James M. McPherson In the four most bloody and courageous days of our nation's history,
two armies fought for two conflicting dreams. One dreamed of freedom, the other of a way of life. Far more than rifles and bullets
were carried into battle. There were memories. There were promises. There was love. And far more than men fell on those
Pennsylvania fields. Bright futures, untested innocence, and pristine beauty were also the casualties of war. Michael Shaara's
Pulitzer Prize–winning masterpiece is unique, sweeping, unforgettable—the dramatic story of the battleground for America's
destiny.

Fame was just around the corner when Sinclair Lewis published Free Air in 1919, a year before Main Street. The latter
novel zeroed in on the town of Gopher Prairie; the former stopped there briefly and then took the reader by automobile in
search of America. Free Air heads toward a West that was brimming with possibilities for suddenly mobile Americans at
the end of a world war. The vehicle in Lewis’s novel, not a Model T but a Gomez-Dep roadster, takes Claire Boltwood
and her father from Minnesota to Seattle, exposing them all to the perils of early motoring. On the road, the upper-crust
Boltwoods are at once more insignificant and more noble. The greatest distance to be overcome is the social one
between Claire and a young mechanic named Milt, who, with a cat as his traveling companion, follows close behind. If
Free Air anticipates many of the themes of Lewis’s later novels, it also looks forward to a genre that includes John
Steinbeck’s Travels with Charley and Josh Greenfeld and Paul Mazursky’s Harry and Tonto. And the character of
Claire, blazing her own trail across the West, looks back to the nineteenth-century pioneer woman and ahead to the
independent-minded movie heroines played by Katherine Hepburn. In his introduction Robert E. Fleming discusses the
place of this early novel in Lewis’s canon.
The book John Kelly reads every time he gets a promotion to remind him of ‘the perils of hubris, the pitfalls of patriotism
and duty unaccompanied by critical thinking’ The most vivid, moving – and devastating – word-portrait of a World War
One British commander ever written, here re-introduced by Max Hastings.
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLER “A great book...it’s f*cking riveting!” —Joe Rogan
??“Take my word for it, James Reece is one rowdy motherf***er. Get ready!”—Chris Pratt, star of The Terminal List,
coming to Amazon Prime “A rare gut-punch writer, full of grit and insight, who we will be happily reading for years to
come.” —Gregg Hurwitz, New York Times bestselling author of the Orphan X series In this third high-octane thriller in the
“seriously good” (Lee Child, #1 New York Times bestselling author) Terminal List series, former Navy SEAL James
Reece must infiltrate the Russian mafia and turn the hunters into the hunted. Deep in the wilds of Siberia, a woman is on
the run, pursued by a man harboring secrets—a man intent on killing her. A traitorous CIA officer has found refuge with
the Russian mafia with designs on ensuring a certain former Navy SEAL sniper is put in the ground. Half a world away,
James Reece is recovering from brain surgery in the Montana wilderness, slowly putting his life back together with the
help of investigative journalist Katie Buranek and his longtime friend and SEAL teammate Raife Hastings. Unbeknownst
to them, the Russian mafia has set their sights on Reece in a deadly game of cat and mouse. In his most visceral and
heart-pounding thriller yet, Jack Carr explores the darkest instincts of humanity through the eyes of a man who has seen
both the best and the worst of it.
Can a journey across the Holy Land redeem a reluctant pilgrim? Ben Cahill's life is an alcohol-saturated mess. After an
insincere effort in a rehab facility, he is alienated from his family, out of work, and determined to continue his habit. To
make matters worse, he finds himself on a tour of Israel, along with, as he calls them, a bunch of Holy Rollers. As the trip
progresses, Ben experiences the Holy Land's major historical sites and is exposed to God's word. He interacts with his
fellow travelers, gradually learning about their faith and their lives. Along the way, Ben becomes embroiled in a spiritual
war, reinforcing his guilt and, in turn, forcing him to recall his past actions and behaviors. He also begins a different
journey, one that leads him to redemption and a place in God's family.
"Worthless" is the single most important book young men and women can read before they attend college. While
teachers, guidance counselors and even parents are afraid to tell you the truth in an effort to spare your feelings,
“Worthless” delivers a blunt and real-world assessment about the economic realities and consequences of choosing
various degrees with a necessary and tough fatherly love. Don't lie to yourself. And certainly don't waste four years of
your youth and thousands of dollars in tuition on a worthless degree. Buy this book and understand why it is important
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you choose the right major. The book itself could be the wisest investment you ever make.
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